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Mr. Chairman, Mr. President, fellow Governors, distinguished representatives, ladies and 
gentlemen, it is indeed a great honour for me to present my statement at this prestigious 50th 
Annual Board of Governor’s Meeting of the Asian Development Bank. 
 
I take this opportunity to convey my country’s warm greetings and sincere gratitude and 
appreciation to the people and Government of Japan for hosting this annual meeting in this 
beautiful city of Yokohama. I would also like to extend our sincere gratitude to the management 
and staff of the ADB for the marvellous arrangements made for this important meeting.  
 
As a developing member country, we acknowledge and highly value the ADB’s continuous 
commitment to deepen its knowledge and understanding of our development priorities and 
challenges as well as those of our Pacific Island neighbours. We stand with our Pacific Island 
friends to work together and support each other in addressing our many common development 
challenges.  
 
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the ADB for the ongoing assistance to Papua 
New Guinea. ADB is PNG’s second largest multilateral development partner. As of 31 
December 2016, the active funding portfolio totalled US$876.4 million, comprising US$769.6 
million loans, US$104.8 million grants, US$2 million technical assistance projects and 2 loan 
and equity projects in the private sector. We value the ADB’s continued contributions in this 
regard and look forward to enhancing our mutual partnership for shared development 
outcomes.  
 
With regards to PNG’s economic performance, the developments in the global economy 
through low commodity prices and drought in the domestic economy have impacted economic 
growth and the fiscal position of the Government.  
 
In 2016, the economy is estimated to have grown by 2.0 per cent, compared to 10.5 per cent 
growth estimate in 2015. This is reflective of prevailing low commodity prices, lower than 
anticipated production from the mining and gas sectors and drought affecting the agriculture 
sector. This is further exacerbated by the reduction in Government spending in the economy 
and the shortage of foreign currency to service import demands.  
 
In 2017, the economy is projected to gradually recover at 2.8 per cent, driven by the 
improvements in the agriculture and the mining sectors supported by growth in the other 
sectors of the economy. The non-mining sector is expected to grow by 2.3 per cent in 2017, 
an increase from 1.6 per cent in 2016. Growth in this sector is expected to be supported by 
the election related spending, preparations for 2018 APEC meetings and continued 
government investment in key transformational infrastructures.  
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Over the medium term, growth is expected to return to trend growth of close to 3 percent 
annually.  This is expected to be driven by the traditional sectors of the economy primarily the 
agriculture, forestry and the fishery sectors provided prevailing conditions continue to improve, 
bottlenecks in the production process are removed to enhance productivity, increased access 
to markets and continued improvements in global commodity prices. Growth over the medium 
term is expected to be supported by the other non-mining sectors of the economy, such as 
the construction and services sectors. Key to continued growth in these sectors is underpinned 
by reduced cost of doing businesses such as utility cost, improved infrastructures, productive 
human resource, timely availability of foreign currencies and increase in aggregate demand 
in the economy.  
 
On the fiscal front, the weak economic activity in 2016 has translated into weak fiscal 
performance in 2016. In the 2016 Final Budget outcome, Government revenue fell by 17.1 per 
cent against the original 2016 Budget and 10.5 per cent against the 2016 Supplementary 
Budget. Consequently expenditure fell by 8.1 per cent against the original Budget and 1.9 per 
cent against the 2016 Supplementary Budget. These have translated into a net borrowing of 
K3,086.9 million which is 4.6 per cent of GDP and increased debt to GDP to 32.6 per cent or 
K21,944.0 million.  
 
In 2017 and over the medium term, the fiscal strategy is to pursue an orderly fiscal 
consolidation path that promotes fiscal sustainability and macroeconomic stability with a view 
to achieve a small surplus beyond 2021. The strategy will focus on improving the quality of 
expenditure, prioritisation and reallocation of spending on goods and services from non-
essential to productive areas; and revenue mobilization, such as refining and broadening of 
the tax system to promote efficiency and a sustainable revenue base. 
 
The K13.3 billion National Budget for 2017 was passed by Parliament in November 2016. It is 
designed to chart a Responsible Fiscal Consolidation for Future Growth and Development. In 
light of a global downturn, the Government has been and will continue to adjust its policies 
and expenditure to reflect available resources.  
 
Recognising that economic growth is a necessary but not sufficient condition for prosperity 
and advancement, the Government will maintain its investments in the fundamental areas of 
education, health, key infrastructure and law and order. Ensuring we have a free, fair and safe 
General Elections in 2017 and the necessary expenditures related to the hosting of APEC in 
2018. 
 
The ADB’s focus on key infrastructure developments such as roads, airports, bridges, port 
developments including the energy sector, private sector development initiatives and support 
to the health sector are highly appreciated by our Government. They provide much needed 
relief for our people and the businesses that depend on them.  
 
In the energy sector, PNG Government acknowledges the assistance provided by the ADB 
through the Town Electrification Investment program and the Port Moresby Grid project.  
These are important projects that are aimed at developing PNG’s renewable energy and 
electricity coverage in the country. We remain committed to seeking further technical 
assistance in this regard. 
 
The Multitranche Financing Facility (MFF) is a good modality for financing in PNG and we 
request that future assistance is delivered through the MFFs, especially to large infrastructure 
projects. To this, we are pleased with the outcome of the negotiation for the US$1,015 billion 
loan facility for the Sustainable Highlands Highway Investment Programme over ten (10) year 
period. 
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The PNG Government also recognises ADB’s contribution to the work on improving labour 
market challenges in the Pacific region through supporting infrastructure investment to support 
local employment opportunities. We look forward to the release of the study on improving 
labour market outcome in the Pacific conducted by the International Labour Organization (ILO) 
in partnership with ADB. On that note, we would potentially seek ADB’s expertise in this area. 
 
To conclude, let me say that the PNG Government values our mutual relationship, and we 
look forward to continue working in partnership in addressing many of our development 
challenges. In that regard, let me congratulate the ADB for recognising our development 
priorities and incorporating our aspirations into our partnership strategy. I believe that this 
partnership will help us focus on critical projects that will benefit our people. 
 
The PNG Government commends the work of the ADB in PNG and looks forward to continuing 
collaboration to foster growth, prosperity and opportunity for all. 


